Small RNA profiling of virus-infected grapevines: evidences for virus infection-associated and variety-specific miRNAs.
Grapevine is one of the economically and culturally important perennial fruit crops. More than 60 viruses infect grapevines and adversely affect their growth and development. Latent infection of most viruses in grapevines leads to chronic modulation of gene expression at transcriptional and post-transcriptional levels. Plant small RNAs (sRNAs) consist of microRNA (miRNA) and small interfering RNA (siRNA). miRNAs are expressed from the plant genome while most siRNAs are derived from double-stranded RNA molecules which are intermediates during virus replication. In a previous study, we constructed four cDNA libraries of sRNAs that were enriched from three virus-infected grapevines and one virus-free grapevine. Majority of siRNAs align most closely with the genomes of DNA viruses in the genus Badnavirus, family Caulimoviridae that led to the discovery of a new Grapevine vein clearing virus in grapevines. In this study, we conducted a comprehensive analysis of miRNAs in the four cDNA libraries and identified novel and stress-related miRNAs. The results indicated that miRNA abundance was influenced by virus infection. A total of 54 new miRNAs were identified and characterized, six of which, VITIS-MIR17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22, were detected only in virus-infected samples. One target of VITIS-MIR18 is the gene coding a non-apical meristem protein (GSVIVT00035370001), a transcription factor in the regulation of plant development and stress responses. Among the virus infection-induced known miRNAs, miRNA168 and miRNA3623 likely regulate grapevine's defense response, miRNA319 and miRNA395 modulate the expression of genes that are involved in nutrient metabolisms while miRNA396 plays a role in the regulation of cell division and cell cycle. The abiotic stress-induced miR169 and mi398 were negatively regulated by virus infection in grapevines. In addition, variety-specific miRNAs were discovered and compiled. The newly discovered miRNAs expand the miRNA profiles in the Vitis species. The characteristics of variety-specific and virus infection-associated miRNAs help understand the biology underlying the development and defense response of grapevines.